The laws of a government should be made readily and freely available to the public in order to keep the public safe. The cost of making the laws available should be relatively negligible and if an entity be it agency or organization would indicate otherwise their costing methods should be highly suspect. As for making it available online and this being a discrimination against those without computers or internet access, this nation has an extremely robust library system providing computers to anyone who bothers to get a library card at the most. The simple fact is that the greatest concern with this highly technical legislation is that those who need it most to maintain safety standards are required to expend a significant amount of capital to even know the laws that concern them. This stifles those entrepreneurs without major backing from making products for instance that could revolutionize our country in any number of ways. This is the kind of needless expense that is and has been holding our economy back. Hopefully this reaches the right eyes and ears. I thank you for your time.
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